
Adventures In Hexagons: 11 Quilts, 29 Blocks,
Unlimited Possibilities
Hexagons have often fascinated artists and crafters alike due to their unique
shape and endless possibilities. Whether it's in the world of mathematics or the
realm of quilting, hexagons offer a canvas for creativity that knows no bounds. In
this article, we will delve into the world of hexagons and explore the exciting
adventures that await when quilting with these incredible shapes.

Quilting has long been a beloved craft, bringing warmth and comfort to
households across generations. The process of piecing together fabrics to create
a beautiful quilt is a labor of love, and when hexagons are involved, the result is
nothing short of extraordinary.

Adventures In Hexagons is a collection of 11 stunning quilts, each showcasing
the versatility and beauty of hexagonal blocks. Whether you're a beginner or an
experienced quilter, this book offers something for everyone, guiding you through
the process of creating intricate designs with ease.
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With 29 unique hexagonal block patterns to choose from, the possibilities are
truly unlimited. From traditional designs like Grandmother's Flower Garden to
more modern interpretations, Adventures In Hexagons ensures that you'll never
run out of inspiration.

One of the greatest advantages of quilting with hexagons is their ability to
seamlessly connect with one another. The nature of their shape allows for a snug
fit, resulting in a visually stunning quilt that appears effortlessly pieced together.
This characteristic also opens up endless design opportunities, as each hexagon
can be rotated and positioned in various ways to create different geometric
patterns.

Hexagons also lend themselves well to fussy cutting, a technique where specific
motifs or patterns are strategically cut from fabric to be showcased within each
block. This adds an extra layer of interest and detail to the quilt, making it truly
one-of-a-kind.

Adventures In Hexagons not only provides detailed instructions for creating the
29 block patterns featured in the book but also offers tips on fabric selection,
cutting techniques, and even suggestions for alternative uses of the blocks. This
versatile resource will become your go-to guide for all things hexagons.

Furthermore, quilting with hexagons is not limited to traditional bed-sized quilts.
The flexibility of these blocks allows for the creation of smaller projects such as
table runners, wall hangings, or even decorative pillows. The possibilities extend
far beyond the realm of quilting, allowing you to incorporate hexagons into
various other crafts and DIY projects.
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So why not embark on your own adventure in hexagons? Grab a copy of
Adventures In Hexagons, select your favorite block patterns, and let your
creativity soar. With 11 quilts, 29 blocks, and unlimited possibilities, there's no
limit to what you can create. Hexagons are waiting to be transformed into
beautiful works of art, and it's time for you to take the plunge.

Get ready to discover a world of endless creativity and explore the incredible
potential of hexagons. Adventures In Hexagons will inspire and guide you on your
quilting journey, ensuring that each stitch tells a story and each quilt becomes a
cherished masterpiece.

Unlock the magic of hexagons and let the adventures begin. Your journey awaits!
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“Expert step-by-step instructions to help you create a stunning quilt that will make
your friends ask, ‘How did you do that?’” —Quilter’s Connection

Move beyond one-patch hexagon layouts with eleven show-stopping hexie
projects to stitch by hand or machine. Sew blocks in a variety of sizes and pieced
combinations for stunning visual effects! You’ll master the Y-seam with a variety
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of techniques to cut and piece hexagons. Mix it up with the author’s design
primer, which gives you the tools to draft your own unique hexie quilt layout.

“Breclaw’s thoughtful instruction and logical processes for assembly will guide
both beginners and experienced quilters.” —Library Journal
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